Estate Recovery
Repaying the State for Medical and Long Term Services and Supports

Estate Recovery: Yes? How?
• A living trust (Rev 03/2016) RCW 41.05B (Rev 03/2016) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (LTSS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (DSHS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (HCA) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery.

Estate Recovery: No? How?
• Less than $2000 (stock): Transfer to a Trust.
• Less than $3000 (stock): Transfer to a Trust.
• Less than $4000 (stock): Transfer to a Trust.
• Less than $5000 (stock): Transfer to a Trust.
• Less than $6000 (stock): Transfer to a Trust.
• Less than $7000 (stock): Transfer to a Trust.
• Less than $8000 (stock): Transfer to a Trust.
• Less than $9000 (stock): Transfer to a Trust.
• Less than $10,000 (stock): Transfer to a Trust.

Estate Recovery: Yes? How?
• Administrator's Trust (Rev 03/2016) RCW 41.05B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (LTSS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (DSHS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (HCA) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery.

Estate Recovery: No? How?
• Administrator's Trust (Rev 03/2016) RCW 41.05B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (LTSS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (DSHS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (HCA) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery.
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• Administrator's Trust (Rev 03/2016) RCW 41.05B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (LTSS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (DSHS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (HCA) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery.

Estate Recovery: No? How?
• Administrator's Trust (Rev 03/2016) RCW 41.05B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (LTSS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (DSHS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (HCA) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery.

Estate Recovery: Yes? How?
• Administrator's Trust (Rev 03/2016) RCW 41.05B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (LTSS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (DSHS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (HCA) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery.
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• Administrator's Trust (Rev 03/2016) RCW 41.05B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (LTSS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (DSHS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (HCA) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery.

Estate Recovery: Yes? How?
• Administrator's Trust (Rev 03/2016) RCW 41.05B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (LTSS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (DSHS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (HCA) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery.

Estate Recovery: No? How?
• Administrator's Trust (Rev 03/2016) RCW 41.05B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (LTSS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (DSHS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (HCA) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery.
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• Administrator's Trust (Rev 03/2016) RCW 41.05B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (LTSS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (DSHS) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery (HCA) 43.20B (Rev 03/2016) Administrator's Estate Recovery.
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የካቲት መኣስ እዩ ዚደናጐ?

• የታሀብ ውስትካ ብዓልቲቤትካ ብህይወት ምስ እትነብር፤
• የታለት ይህን ወይ ወይ ዝዕድመኡ ውላድ ምስ ዚህልወካ፤
• እብ ግዜ ይህን ዓይነ-
• እዋን ዘይግቡእ መከራ፡ ሓደ ወራሳይ ንዘይግቡእ ምድንጓይ መከራ ምስ ዚሓትት እሞ፡ ክፍሊ ማሕበር ብርትዓዊ ምኽንያታት ንቤትካ ኽትምለስ ትጽቢት ምስ ዘይግበረልካኸ?
• ካለ መንበር ጥዕና እናተFirstChild ብርትዓዊ ምኽንያታት ንቤትካ ኽትምለስ ትጽቢት ምስ ዘይግበረልካኸ?

ተወሳኺ ሓበሬታ ምስ እትደልይከ?

• የስለ ኣገልግሎት ሕክምና ብመንግስቲ እተኸፍሎ ዝወያ ጉልትን ሕግታት ሕክምናዊ ደገፍን ምስ ዘርዳእ ኣኽባሪ ሕጊ ተማኸር።